
 

 

 

 

Q.1 One of the factors affecting the learning of a Second language/Another 

Sound System is learners’ first language(L1). According to Flege and Port 

(1981) “the most important interference from L1 to L 2 occurs at the level of 

phonetic implementation”. Explain in detail the impact of L1 (mother tongue) 

i.e., Urdu, Pashto, Punjabi, Saraiki, or Sindhi on L2 (English) pronunciation. 

Provide relevant examples to support your answer.   
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Pakistani English is the dialect of the English language which is spoken in Pakistan 

and also spoken by Pakistani expatriates, Pakistani migrants, and Pakistani tourists. 

It is also called Pinglish or Paklish and was selected and designated in the 1970s and 

1980s. As the English language has many dialects, the country prefers to speak and 

write British English. British English then got mixed into Pakistani languages, 

created another form of dialect with respect to syntax, accent, vocabulary, spellings, 

and many other features too. English is neither widely spoken nor used as a native 

language but it is mostly used in education or commerce and the legal and judicial 

systems. 

British ruled in India for almost 200 years. It ruled the whole of India and due to this 

fact many areas in Pakistan like Sindh, Baluchistan, etc were under British rule and 

the British empire had less time to be part of local culture. But, it became part of an 

elite culture that started to be used in elite schools and in higher education. 

That is how the English language became the marker of elite status by the colonial 

policies, also it became the powerful language that was started being used as the 

officer corps of the armed forces, power as the civil services, prestigious 

newspapers, the higher judiciary, radio or entertainment, and universities, it all 

happened due to British policies and these policies kept continued by government of 

Pakistan also. 



Just after the inception of the country in 1947, the English language became the de 

facto official language. It was positioned and formalized in the 1973 constitution of 

Pakistan. Now, the country has two official languages concurrently; Urdu and 

English. The English language is now the language of power. This language is also 

with the maximum cultural capital of any language which is used in the country and 

it has a high demand in the higher education system of Pakistan. 

Pakistani English has many similarities with Indian English but after the 

independence of the country, there have been some other differences due to the 

differences of regional or provincial languages in Pakistan like Pakistani English has 

several interference varieties of English that created by the use of the feature of Urdu, 

Pashto, Punjab, and Sindhi, these are only provincial languages although Pakistan 

has almost 50 languages or more spoken in the country. These language differences 

that are created after the interference of the first language cause the real difference 

between Pakistani English and Indian English. 

Moreover, English being the international and official language of Pakistan, street 

signs, business contracts, government documents, shop signs, even court procedures, 

and as such many other activities are inscribed in the English language. This 

language is taught in all educational institutions, probably all courses are taught in 

the English language and English separately is a subject. 

Examples and Observations 

"English in Pakistan--Pakistani English--shares the broad characteristics of South 

Asian English in general and is similar to that spoken in contiguous regions of 

northern India. As in many former British colonies, English first enjoyed the status 

of an official language alongside Urdu after independence in 1947... 

"The grammatical features . . . [of] Indian English are largely shared by Pakistani 

English. Interference stemming from background languages is common 

and switching between these languages and English occurs frequently on all levels 

of society. 

"Vocabulary. As might be expected, loans from the various indigenous languages of 

Pakistan are to be found in local forms of English, e.g. atta 'flour,' ziarat 'religious 

place.'... 

"There are also word formations consisting of hybrids 

and blends with inflectional elements from English and stems from regional 

languages, e.g. goondaism 'hooliganism,' 'thuggish 

behaviour,' biradarism 'favouring one's clan.' 
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"Still further word-formation processes are attested in Pakistani English with 

outcomes which are not necessarily known outside this country.  

Back-formation: to scrute from scrutiny; 

blends: telemoot from television and moot 'meeting'; conversion: to aircraft, to 

arson, to change sheet; compounds: to airdash 'depart quickly by air,' to head-

carry." 

Subvarieties 

"Linguists generally describe the three or four subvarieties [of Pakistani English] in 

terms of proximity to the British Standard: the samples most distant from it--and any 

other variety--are often regarded as 'genuinely' Pakistani. American English, which 

has gradually infiltrated the spoken and written idiom, is discounted in most studies." 

The Importance of English in Pakistan 

"English is . . . an important medium in a number of key educational institutions, is 

the main language of technology and international business, has a major presence in 

the media, and is a key means of communication among a national elite. The 

constitution and the laws of the land are codified in English." 

English and Urdu in Pakistan 

"In some ways, I have a lover’s quarrel with the English language. I live with it and 

I cherish this relationship. But there is often this feeling that in preserving this bond, 

I have betrayed my first love and my childhood’s passion--Urdu. And it is not 

possible to be equally faithful to both of them. . . . 

"A bit subversive it may be deemed but my contention [is] that English is . . . a 

barrier to our progress because it reinforces class division and undermines the main 

purpose of education as an equaliser. In fact, the domination of English in our society 

may also have contributed to the growth of religious militancy in the country. 

Whether English should be our official language, in spite of its value as a means of 

communication with the rest of the world, is surely a major issue . . .. 

"At the heart of all this discussion, of course, is education in all its dimensions. The 

rulers, supposedly, are very serious about it. Their challenge is to realise the slogan 

of ‘education for all.’ But, as the ‘policy dialogue’ would suggest, it should not just 

be education for all but quality education for all so that we can truly be liberated.  

Where do English and Urdu belong in this venture?" 

Code-Switching: English and Urdu 
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"[T]he use of English words in Urdu--code-switching for linguists--is not an 

indication of not knowing the two languages. If anything, it may be an indication of 

knowing both languages. First, one switches code for many reasons, not just lack of 

control of languages. Indeed, code-switching has always been going on whenever 

two or more languages have come in contact. . . 

"People who do research on code-switching point out that people do it to emphasize 

certain aspects of identity; to show informality; to show easy command of several 

languages and to impress and dominate others. Depending on the situation, one can 

be humble, friendly, arrogant or snobbish through the way one mixes languages. Of 

course, it is also true that one may know so little English that one cannot manage to 

sustain a conversation in it and has to fall back upon Urdu. That might well be the 

case but that is not the only reason for code-switching. And if someone does not 

know English and falls back upon Urdu, then he or she knows Urdu best. It is still 

untrue to argue that this person does not know any language. Not knowing literary 

Urdu is one thing; not knowing the spoken language quite another." 

Pronunciation in Pinglish 

"[S]oftware designer Adil Najam . . . took time to define Pinglish, which according 

to him, emerges when English words are mixed with words of a Pakistani language-

-usually, but not solely, Urdu. 

"Pinglish is not just getting the construction of the sentences wrong, but also about 

pronunciation. 

"'Many Pakistanis often have trouble when two consonants appear together without 

a vowel in between. The word "school" is often mispronounced as either "sakool" or 

"iskool," depending on whether your native tongue is Punjabi or Urdu,' pointed out 

blogger Riaz Haq. 

"Commonplace words such as 'automatic' is 'aatucmatuc' in Pinglish, while 'genuine' 

is 'geniean' and 'current' is 'krunt.' Some words also take a plural form such as 

'roadien' for roads, 'exceptionein' for exception and 'classein' for classes." 
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